12 June 2020
City of Boroondara
Private Bag 1
Camberwell, Vic, 3124
Attention: Mr David Cowan
Dear David,
Submission On “Place Vision” For Maling Road
I write on behalf of the committee of Canterbury Community Action Group.
Thanks to you and your team for your excellent consultative work on Maling Road Placemaking during
2019/20. We received and have reviewed your Place Vision report. Congratulations, we consider it to be an
excellent summary of issues and opportunities for Maling Road.
We offer the attached comments.


Appendix A: Comments on report from our committee.



Appendix B: A summary of CCAGs work on murals in Maling Road. We envisage at least 8 sites to
contribute to an outdoor gallery, including:
o Buckley’s IGA, Bryson Street wall.
o Wall facing Chicken or The Egg Café,
o Platform 3 Railway Wall,
o Theatre Place Railway Wall,
o Little Laneway
o Historical Laneway Walk
o Bradshaws Lane
o Strathcona’s proposed mural at Canterbury Road.



Appendix C : A summary of ideas relating to Canterbury Station, Station Carpark and safe crossing
of Canterbury Road, that we continue to advocate to local, state & federal governments:
o A multilevel carpark on part of the site occupied by the current carpark, providing
additional parking for commuters, traders and shoppers, and returning land to Canterbury
Gardens.
o Replacing the existing pedestrian lights on Canterbury Road, with a full set of traffic lights
at the intersection of Canterbury & Rochester Roads, to provide safe access for pedestrians
and cars to Canterbury Station, surrounding shops and Bass Care facilities.
o Installing an underpass from Theatre Place to the carpark, linking with elevators to
Platforms 1 / 2 and 3. The existing long and steep ramp access to the platforms is not
accessible to many disabled and elderly members of our community.
o Installing a pedestrian footbridge across Canterbury Road, adjacent to the existing railway
bridge.

We look forward to continuing to work with you on Place Making for Maling Road.
Please do not hesitate to contact me if CCAG can assist in any way.
Yours Sincerely

John Constable
Chair
Canterbury Community Action Group

Appendix A : Maling Road Place Vision Submission
Overview
This submission prepared Canterbury Community Action Group [CCAG] is set out in the following
Sections:
• Survey Results- Environmental Context Change
• Place Vision
• Implementation Opportunities under the categories of
o

Heritage And Greenery

o

Theatre Place

o

Arrival Gateways

o

Streetscape and access

Survey Results- Environmental Context Change
Data gathered and used in the reports was collected prior to the occurrence of the COVID 19 lockdown.
Post lifting of COVID19 lockdown restrictions, there has been far greater participation of people from
the immediate community using the Maling Road precinct
Our observation is that if this continues post return to normal following COVID19 that it will have a
significant effect on the needs of the Maling Road precinct and younger families. We recommend this
aspect be further investigated/ followed up by the Placemaking team with view to ensuring adequate
facilities so that this increased participation/attendance continues.

Place Vision
We understand that maintenance of heritage character is a key outcome that a
majority people wish to achieve. Our recommendation is that the Place Vision be
revised to reflect this with the addition of one word to the vision so that it reads as
follows
MALING ROAD WILL OFFER A UNIQUE VILLAGE FEEL,
WITH ITS HERITAGE CHARACTER MAINTAINED AND DIVERSITY OF
SHOPS COMPLEMENTED BY PLAYFUL AND VIBRANT
SPACES ATTRACTING PEOPLE OF ALL AGES AND
BACKGROUNDS, MORNING TO EVENING.
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Appendix A : Maling Road Place Vision Submission

Heritage And Greenery
Within the broader Maling road precinct there are a number of Plane trees which for several months
each year create health issues for the many members of the community. In addition;


During autumn, these trees also create additional work by Council workers, traders and
residents in managing the leaf fall nuisance.



Avoidance of significant expenditure by Council on footpath and other maintenance

For the above reasons we don’t want Council to plant more Plane Trees, and in the longer term,
replace those Plane Trees that are there.

Our preference is for a range of vegetation types that integrates with the surrounding residential areas
and includes;


A mixture perennial and annual plants



Seasonal colour variation



Provision of shade in summer and access to sunshine in the cooler months

Theatre Place
The description of what is envisaged for Theatre Place as outlined on page 21 of the document “Place
Vision” is supported.

Many people support retention of the existing Plane trees in Theatre Place. Whilst acknowledging this,
to achieve the multi functional capacity desired we would be better off replacing these trees in the long
term. Our reasoning for this position is that existing plane trees severely constrain what can be done
to improve the functionality when both size and vertical alignment particularly at the base of these
trees is considered.

Within the Boroondara City boundaries there are examples other vegetation options that provide
similar character to those aimed for in Maling road whilst allowing for far better utilisation of the
space compared with the current arrangements. One such example is space utilisation at the old
Hawthorn Town Hall Area
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Appendix A : Maling Road Place Vision Submission
Arrival Gateways
Arrival Gateways need to cater for people (locals and visitors) coming from:


Canterbury Community Precinct (proposed by Council)



Canterbury Gardens,



Canterbury/Rochester Roads precinct and beyond.



Canterbury railway station.

Whilst the work done to date provides consideration of traffic movements from adjacent areas we
request that the above areas are readily accessible for pedestrians so that not only will Maling Road
Shopping Centre benefit, there will be a wider community benefit for people using adjacent facilities.

We believe this will provide more than one plus one access benefit and amenity for these areas.

The quality of access from the station platforms and station car park to these areas as well as to all
gateways into Maling road to ensure not only personal safety 24 hours per day and with an
atmosphere that encourages people to want to move to and from Maling Road Shopping Centre via
these gateways.

We request that City of Boroondara actively engages in addressing with Metro, State and Federal
government the provision of improved and increased capacity parking facilities adjacent to the station
on what we understand is Victrack property.

CCAG has lobbied for improvements at Canterbury Station and Canterbury Road for a number of years.
A copy of our recent submission to John Kennedy MLA is attached.

We believe a priority is to provide a safe method for pedestrians and bike riders to cross Canterbury
Road. An option could be to provide a pedestrian bridge supported off the existing railway bridge.
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Appendix A : Maling Road Place Vision Submission
Streetscape and Access
We are supportive of the generic vision to:

o
o

Increase width of footpaths
Provide more greenery in the street.

Access for Trader Suppliers
We are also conscious of the fact that many of the traders are concerned that changes to Street widths
and potentially blocking off streets will make it more difficult for suppliers to provide the services the
traders need. There are, in our view a number of solutions or a combination including the solutions
below;
1. For a situation where street widths are reduced and or sections of Maling road are closed off,
one solution is to provide access supplier within specific time frames during the day. This
occurs in many locations around Australia and the world where electronically controlled
access is provided and /or
2. Limit access for trucks into Maling road and at the same time establish designated loading
areas in side streets such as Bryson street adjacent to IGA. Such an approach has the benefit of
improved safety for pedestrians and improved ambiance of Maling road

Play Areas for Children
Mention has been made to providing play areas for children and we are supportive of this
When play areas for children are mentioned, many people think of structured play grounds t hat
existing in many parts of Boroondara. Whilst these are supported, there are however, other
alternatives which include use of street furniture and sculptures that can double as focus points for
children to play imaginative games.
We envisage that the final result will be combination of both formal and informal play areas.
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Appendix B Maling Road Murals

Maling Road IGA Mural Project
Summary – April 2020

Prepared on behalf of the Canterbury Community Action Group Sub-Committee for the
Maling Road, Canterbury IGA Mural Project for the City of Boroondara Planning,
for consideration within the planning of the Council’s Place Making for Maling Road.

Prepared by
John Constable
M: 0407 553 663 E: john@jjcgroup.com.au
Joanne Marchese
M: 0407 102 938 E: joanne@marchese.net.au

Maling Road IGA Mural Project - Executive Summary
			
In early 2018, longstanding Maling Road business owner, Mr Kenn Buckley (IGA Supermarket)
put forward the idea of a mural on the Bryson Street wall of the IGA in an attempt to:
•

To improve the look of the wall

•

Create and additional interest within the precinct to possibly attract more interest and
shoppers to the Maling Road.

Kenn initially approached the Chair of the Canterbury Community Action Committee (CCAG)
John Constable. John, on behalf of CCAG was successful in apply for and securing a $5,000
Community Strengthening Grant through the City of Boroondara to help develop the what
is now known as the Maling Road IGA Mural Project. Community consultation was the key
component and condition of the grant.
During 2019, the mural project progressed as follows:
1. A community meeting was held to gather people’s ideas
2. A sub-committee was formed, consisting of nine community members from a variety of
backgrounds (local residents, business owners, an architectural student and Kenn)
3. A brief was formulated based directly on the community ideas
4. Three experienced, locally and internationally recognised mural artists were provided with
the brief, which would in turn formulate a concept to submit. Each artist to submit one
concept and be paid for each concept, along with an estimate on completing a final work.
5. The three concepts were exhibited to the local community, and feedback was gathered.
The three concepts are shown on the next page.
The cost to install a mural on the Buckley’s IGA wall is about $40,000, allowing $10,000 for
providing safe scaffolding to prevent contact with powerlines that run above the footpath,
parallel to the IGA wall.
There is strong community support for a series of murals to be installed within the environs
of the Maling Road Shopping Centre. There is a range of opinions on content for the Buckley’s
IGA mural, but we gauge there is wide support for a colorful mural on a garden theme, with
historical links. For example, building from Concept A on next page.
In September 2019, City of Boroondara commenced a “placemaking project” at Maling Road,
with objective to revitalise the area, building on its unique characteristics and charm. In April
2020, it expects to release its “Maling Road Place Vision”, that will provide a foundation for the
next phase of it’s community engagement, focusing on key priorities for improvements.
The Mural subcommittee recommends that:
•

The outcomes of the Maling Road IGA Mural Project are considered during development
of the “Maling Road Place Vision”.

•

Once the “Maling Road Place Vision” is understood, that the selection of an appropriate
mural for the Buckley’s IGA Wall is finalised.
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Maling Road IGA Mural Project – Concepts
			
Concept A

This proposed artwork I have chosen to strongly reference the landscape from both a
historical context and current view point – particularly placing an emphasis on the gardens of
Canterbury. It would serve as a visual link from Maling Road to the surrounding gardens.
The colour palette emphasises the rich, lush greenery and treescapes that dominate the area
and would blend seamlessly across the facade to compliment the historical architecture of
the street.
A vine can be added to intertwine the landscapes and link to the rest of the precinct.
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Maling Road IGA Mural Project – Concepts
			
Concept B

The proposed artwork refers to the historical aspect of Canterbury with the depicted orchards
and grassland in the background all through the mural. The main character with her feels for
fashion, wellbeing and connection to the area reflects a more modern side of the area: today’s
shopping strip and people emotional bond to Canterbury. The stylized vine is linking the
centre character to the bold botanical elements of the stylized landscape.
The colour palette is bold yet complimenting and elegant, contrasting with traditional
flashy street art. The refined colour palette is more in tuned with the character of the area,
emphasising this sense of sophistication through art.
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Maling Road IGA Mural Project – Concepts
			
Concept C

Over the past five years my work has been focused on my passion for local flora and fauna. It
is a way for me to directly connect to the area I’m painting in and highlight an aspect of the
local environment that I feel is important to showcase. Where possible, I choose plants, birds
or animals that are either endangered or threatened, hopefully helping to raise awareness.
Canterbury’s green spaces and amazing gardens are among its most valued assets. For this
reason I have chosen to focus on local native flora in this mural. My focus is on Native flora
however this concept could easily be adjusted to suit a more traditional English garden theme
if that is more appropriate for the area. Species chosen are based on my research, trips to
the area, local feedback and the Boroondara-inventoryassessmentindigenous-flora-fauna,
2005. By focusing on these ideas I hope to create a mural that not only looks great but will
also stimulate community spirit and raise awareness of local flora. It will appeal to a wide
demographic and be relevant to locals and tourists alike, and will create a destination for
Botany enthusiasts. This design is just an initial concept, more detail/species will be added
if successful. Species chosen include: Golden Wattle - Acacia pycnantha, River Red Gum Eucalyptus camaldulensis, Swamp Gum - Eucalyptus ovata and Bidgee-widgee - Acaena novaezelandiae. I’ve also included Hardenbergia violacea, Native Lilac a native ornamental vine.
Again this can be swapped out for a traditional grape to tie in with the street/brief if needed.
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Maling Road – IGA Mural Brief							
Mural context and location
This mural will be the first of potentially six murals and an Historical Laneway Walk.
The content of the first mural (IGA) has been through an extensive consulting process to establish the most
important aspects that local residents agreed that were most unique to Maling Road and the Canterbury area –
and the local residents feel the most connected to.
It is important that any artwork produced for the IGA and following murals reflect: a diversity of style,
content, linked to the area, are engaging, unique and they would be subtly linked and connected.
The connectivity would come via the use of a theme (this can be big or small) – a vine. This can be illustrative or
icon based, large or small.
Other murals that are also to be developed in conjunction with the IGA Mural include:
Mural 2:
Modern bright and colourful, integrating with rest of colour palette of the strip
Botanical/water?/abstract?
Mural 3: Platform 3 Railway wall (car park wall)
Famous local faces. People can be photographed infront of images. Local notables, walking towards the shops.
Mural 4: Theatre Place Railway wall (behind garden)
Trompe I’oeil,? Oversized botanicals, greenery, indigenous plantings – enriching the luscious growth in area.
Leading to station and onto gardens/botanicals flowing into gardens linking the two precinct areas of the
gardens to Canterbury Road shopping, railway station and Canterbury Gardens.
Mural 5: Little Laneway
A David Bromley-ish style: Snapshot of 50s style children walking up the small lane. Just a snippet to discover.
(for example) or an image that represents another era/family life/something whimsical.
Interpretative panels 6: Historical Laneway Walk (next to Lolly Shop and Bank)
A series of interpretative panels, containing word content, photographic references and imagery, designed
in conjunction with seating and planting and interactive surfaces such as path insets of plants or historical
references. This lane will be specifically designed to provide a narrative of stories about the history of Canterbury.
(Not painted). Variety of finish: metal, steel, timber and screened/printed panels.
Mural 7: Bradshaws Lane
An introduction to the precinct. Perhaps an illustrative map, food, flowers, reference to a poem.

3
5
6
4

2

1: IGA Mural
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Funding
It will be funded and driven through a variety of sources including: council, local businesses, private community
donations and grants.

Appendix C Canterbury Station & Canterbury Road Ideas
Canterbury Railway Carpark Development Ideas

Build OnExisting Bus Hub
On Rochester Road

Modify Traffic Lights To Provide
Safe Pedestrian & Car Access Into
Station & Carpark

Car Drop Off Zone
Secure Bike Parking

Underpass To Theatre
Place

Return 1100 m2
of Land & Trees
To Canterbury
Gardens
Incoroorate 1100m2 of
embankment into
carpark development.

Stationeers Design Calculations
Station Carpark 150619

Provide Elevator
Access To High
Railway Platforms

OBJECTIVES OF CARPARK REDEVELOPMENT
Roof Garden
Provide more parking for residents, commuters, traders & shoppers
Reduce parking load on surrounding streets
Encourage walk, bike, bus to the Station
Maximise pedestrian access to Maling & Canterbury Shops
Remove eyesore of Platform 3 wall & scrub embankment
Retreat parking from Canterbury Gardens.
Return land to Canterbury Gardens (1100m2 approx)
Provide a building frontage that is sympathetic to Canterbury Gardens
Provide public gardens at rooftop level.
Provide safe pedestrian pathway to Station
Provide safe & easy car access to Carpark & Station

Stationeers Design Calculations
Station Carpark 150619

Remove Existing
Pedestrian Lights

Stationeers Design Calculations
New Traffic Lights 150619

Install new set of traffic lights.
Includes four way pedestrian signals.
Traffic signals biased for traffic in & out of station
from Canterbury Road.
Traffic signals biased against traffic in & out of
Rochester Road, except buses.

Footpath To Canterbury Gardens

Elevator from Up To Platform 3
From Carpark

Elevator from Up To Platform 1/2

Stationeers Design Calculations
Underpass 150619

Link to Platform 3 Ramp

Ramp up to Platform 1/2

Pedestrian Underpass
From Theatre Place To Platform 1/2, Platform
3, CarPark, Canterbury Gardens & Canterbury
Road Pedestrian Lights

Ramps & Pedestrian Bridge
Across Canterbury Road To
Canterbury Station & Maling
Road.

Canterbury Bridge 100620
Stationeers Design Calculations

